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ABSTRACT

Literature relating to education sessions in special collections has been prevalent in the field since the early 2000s. Following on from the publication of the ACRL-RBMS-SAA Guidelines for Primary Source Literacy published in the USA in 2018, this paper applies the guidelines to survey and interview responses to explore the key skills gained by undergraduates using special collections and the barriers to skills’ acquisition throughout their degree programmes. Contextualizing the results through US and UK literature, this paper argues that special collections literacy can be embedded into interdisciplinary undergraduate curricula which in turn may help special collections advocate for increased resources to broaden their education programmes. It establishes a picture of current special collections education for UK universities including range, methods of delivery and assessment styles.

Introduction

Special collections departments are a world within the world of information studies. Often seen as a microcosm of wider library activity, teams undertake a multitude of tasks across collection management, information organization, leadership, reader services, and outreach and engagement on a regular basis.

Within higher education, a key part of special collections work is encouraging students to use collections held within their institution as part of ongoing studies. Some students are innately keen, with material providing the instant ‘spark’ needed. With other groups however, it can be more challenging to convey the value of using historic material if they are not enthusiastic to engage with physical artefacts.

In January 2018, the Association for College and Research Libraries Rare Books and Manuscript Section and the Society of American Archivists (ACRL-RBMS-SAA) collaborated to produce a series of guidelines for archivists, librarians and other student-supporting staff working with students to develop primary source literacy skills. In librarianship, the concept of information literacy is well-established: the notion that there are a set of lifelong-learning skills learnt by using information. However, no such framework exists for special collections literacy; the guidelines developed by ACRL-RBMS-SAA are the first of their kind. In the UK, the National Archives has a dedicated scheme to develop archival
research skills for postgraduates, but there is no equivalent initiative for undergraduate students. This article will primarily use the term ‘special collections literacy’ rather than the US term ‘primary source literacy’: special collections often contain heritage material that extends beyond primary sources, including printed books and contemporary items curated for future researchers.

The benefits of using special collections for undergraduates are well documented; many studies cite the importance of special collections in creating a unique experience for students during their degree. However, academic use of special collections for teaching is inconsistent, with many humanities students having little or no contact during their degree despite relevant material being held. Recent studies focus on exploring two topics: the skills developed by students when using archives and undergraduate experiences of using special collections in their studies. In the UK, national benchmarking frameworks for universities — the Research Excellence Framework (REF) and the Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) — continue to shape university strategy and output in an era of financial uncertainty. To date however, there has been little attempt to investigate specific skills gained by UK undergraduates using special collections.

This article will explore the following research questions: what are the skills undergraduates can gain by using special collections during their degrees and what are the barriers to acquiring these skills?

**Special collections literacy: background and context**

Between 2000 and 2015, a shift in archival research occurred towards the role of special collections staff in education for students and academics. This reflects pedagogical developments in universities; since the 1990s passive learning methods have been replaced with active styles where students collaborate and participate in classes. In 2021, Tanaka et al. published a significant report into teaching with primary sources, focusing on the needs of instructors. Garcia, Lueck and Yakel recently analyzed literature investigating pedagogical research with primary sources and noted that publications on the topic have existed since 1949 and peaked in volume during 2012. They note that there is a lack of literature relating to effective evaluation methods with primary source teaching; further research must be undertaken in this area.

Using objects helps create a memorable experience that students are likely to recall. The literature frequently discusses case studies of a course interacting with special collections to support project work or explore collections. When combined with innovative pedagogy, special collections staff work with academics to develop unique and innovative courses for students. However, collections must be visible to researchers, students, and the public. Partnership across all staff involved in the educational experience is key for long-term literacy success.

The 2008 USA Boyer Report triggered a wealth of literature published on teaching using special collections materials. By analyzing a questionnaire sent to ACRL members, Allison (2005) established a US-wide picture of undergraduate special collections use, particularly educational practices. Brown investigated information literacy in university special collections via questionnaires and interviews, and Clough explored undergraduate special collections use through surveying students. In 2020, Watson and Patrick published an impact study of pedagogical practice using special collections including
a document identification form designed to help students navigate using collection items.21

Special collections undertake various education methods, including inductions, supporting teaching topics, themed assignments and independent research.22 Inductions usually include an overview of access procedures and an introduction to the department and its collections.23 However, Duff and Cherry note there has been little research investigating the impact archival induction sessions have on students.24 The existing literature suggests the traditional ‘show and tell’ type induction is ineffective.25 The most the single-session induction can achieve is making students aware of the department’s existence and build confidence using material.26

For many undergraduates, visiting their institution’s special collections is their first ever encounter with an archive.27 It may be the first time they understand how academics research — especially in humanities disciplines.28 For undergraduates to learn effectively using primary sources, assignments and sessions must be scaffolded across the term (rather than in one final assessment).29 Undergraduates must link special collections to individual educational goals to understand their value, which is particularly true in today’s digital environment; students are unused to understanding items’ physical materiality.30

To use special collections material effectively, students must know how to access the department and make an appointment, locate collections of items using finding aids, handle material safely, and integrate it into research. Because the range of skills students need to understand special collections material is complex, it is better to teach students over several sessions within smaller groups.31 Matheny notes that it is often more effective to use a small, curated selection of special collections material rather than overwhelm students with a broad range of items.32

For undergraduates, the academic is responsible for introducing students to the role of archives in their studies.33 When supporting taught courses, liaison between special collections staff and academics is key, especially if assessment is involved.34 Inviting researchers to talk about their work in special collections can be a useful way of developing skills and creating a community of interested parties.35

Information literacy research can inform special collections about student needs, particularly in relation to undergraduate behaviour and information seeking. D’Couto and Rosenhan examined four attitudes students brought with them to research: the need for instant access and immediate gratification, technological proliferation, a desire to figure things out alone, and time pressures.36 This is supported by Baseby who notes current priorities of academic libraries focus on a self-service, online, 24/7 approach which diverges from how special collections are accessed.37

Methodology
The data collected for this paper was obtained using three methods: a literature search, an online questionnaire and follow-up interviews with selected respondents. These methods of data collection form a triangulated approach, with each method informing and validating the others.38 The questionnaire contained a mixture of matrix, multiple choice, closed and open-text questions, helping to give the project a stronger groundwork for understanding the current role special collections departments have in undergraduate education.39
The questionnaire aimed to investigate the following aspects of undergraduate use of special collections: annual numbers of undergraduates visiting special collections for education sessions; subjects studied by visiting undergraduates; frequency and type of activities undertaken in undergraduate education sessions; frequency and type of assessment methods undertaken in undergraduate education sessions; skills gained by undergraduates using special collections; barriers to undergraduates using special collections.

The survey population was established by researching which UK universities were likely to have an active special collections department. A survey pilot was sent to selected Information Services staff at the University of Kent in February 2019 and revised following feedback before being sent to identified participants via institutional email in March 2019.

Following the questionnaire’s closure, responses were then reviewed to identify follow-up interviews. This review amounted to a purposive, snowball sample. Pickard defines purposive sampling as ‘selecting information-rich cases for study in depth;’ here, this was defined by the response strength to open-text questions about benefits and barriers to undergraduate use of special collections. Semi-structured interviews were undertaken remotely. Interviewees were promised anonymity in responses and interview transcripts were offered to participants to review.

The questionnaire and interviews were analyzed using Nvivo and Excel. The starting themes (nodes) and sub-nodes for coding questions were adapted from the US primary source literacy guidelines in order to see where UK undergraduate special collections experiences matched with US guidance and to establish differences. See Appendix A for details on how the guidelines were adapted.

Results

One hundred and twenty-three university special collections departments were invited to take part in the questionnaire: 98 from England, 15 from Scotland, eight from Wales, and two from Northern Ireland. Sixty-one responses were received: 49 from England, seven from Scotland, and five from Wales. The response rates totalled 44%, 40%, and 63% giving an overall response rate of 50%. Following the questionnaire’s closure, five participants were contacted to schedule follow-up interviews.

Questionnaire

Participants were given the option to record education sessions information for either the 2018 calendar year or the 2017–2018 academic year. Responses varied greatly; some participants did not respond, some recorded zero visits and some answered both categories. Where both categories were answered, a mean was calculated. The mean rate of no response to this question was 35%. The range of total annual group visits held in special collections spanned from zero to 166, with the most common (modal value) being between one and five. The median number of education sessions offered was 22.

Participants were asked to record the number of sessions held in special collections over the past year run exclusively for undergraduates. The lowest number recorded was zero, the highest 129. The median number of education sessions run for undergraduates was 13 per year. Whilst the overall number of education sessions for undergraduates
tended to be less than the total number of sessions run by special collections, the total range of education classes spanned from zero to 161-170.

The single most common subject studied by undergraduates attending special collections sessions was English (65), followed by History (34), and Art History (20). A significant amount of questionnaire respondents selected 'other' for subjects studied, suggesting the questionnaire did not comprehensively cover university courses. Analysis confirms that undergraduates studying Arts and Humanities disciplines account for most visits to special collections.

When examining methods of education sessions for undergraduates in special collections, respondents could choose as many options on the questionnaire as applicable. Subject-specific introductions were the most common method of education sessions (41), followed by course-specific introductions and one-to-one research advice (38 each). The least popular method of special collections undergraduate education was hosting pop-up sessions elsewhere (11). Other methods of undergraduate education in special collections included sessions specifically working with rare books (3), module and object-specific sessions (3) and sessions undertaken as part of wider library inductions (2).

Participants were asked to rank activities undertaken in special collections as part of undergraduate education sessions, whereby 1 = never happens (occurs 0% of the time), 3 = sometimes happens (occurs 50% of the time), and 5 = always happens (occurs 100% of the time). The most common activities undertaken in undergraduate sessions were explaining special collections’ role and purpose, identifying and examining material, and explaining rules and regulations. The least common activities undertaken were transcribing special collections material and exploring the role of staff in curation.

The most common assessment method of special collections undergraduate sessions was holding an informal discussion in the session itself followed by gaining feedback from participants afterwards. Responses highlighted how special collections view the assessment process: three participants noted that while students were subsequently assessed on using special collections material, special collections staff were not informed of results. Two participants referenced using statistics of reading room users following visits to informally assess impact.

Experience was the most discussed benefit to undergraduates using special collections (79% of participants). Twenty-six participants highlighted how special collections visits contribute to an enhanced learning experience for undergraduates, giving an opportunity to explore materials and resources they would not otherwise encounter.

For many, the chance to give undergraduates physical contact with the past contributed uniquely to students’ university time:

> Handling and examining real historical objects underpins the theoretical and makes it more real for them, they start relating it to clothes they’ve seen their grandparents wear in photographs. (R18)

Creative engagement with special collections by undergraduates was also a frequently discussed topic. Twenty-nine participants referenced either the enjoyment or inspiration emerging from undergraduate visits; the ‘wow factor’ (R27, R53) helped undergraduates use special collections for ‘creative inspiration’ (R12, R37).

Other positive factors that special collections could contribute to undergraduate student experience included confidence – either self or with peers (11), improved grades
(7), and additional dissertation resources (5). Sixty-nine per cent of survey respondents noted how important it was to introduce undergraduates to special collections, either to make them aware of institutional resources for forthcoming assignments (51%) or to develop confidence in using and approaching special collections in future (48%). R31 discussed how introducing undergraduates to special collections is a key part of ‘smoothing out the cliff-edge’ between undergraduate and postgraduate study. Interestingly, five participants believed that a key part of undergraduate introduction helps students to feel more at ease with approaching special collections staff – either for research help in the future, or for staff to be aware of ‘what their interests are so we can respond as a service’ (R28).

The third most common survey response related to comprehension skills undergraduates gained by visiting special collections. Forty-one participants believed that visiting special collections gives undergraduates better skills in communicating about primary sources, which in turn increases critical thinking abilities:

A better understanding of how ‘history’ is made – i.e. interpretation, sampling and repackaging of primary sources and therefore fresh eyes in which to look at secondary sources and historiography. (R31)

An average of 30 mentions were made in survey responses about the skills undergraduates gained in handling material and technical comprehension of historic items. Participants noted how visiting special collections gave undergraduates enhanced understanding of their subject (41%).

Three nodes — evaluation, incorporation, and identifying primary sources — were discussed equally by 51% of survey respondents. Participants believed being able to distinguish primary from secondary sources is crucial (58%) and a transferable skill (R26). Participants also noted how identifying primary sources allowed undergraduates opportunities to generate original research from special collections material (R6). Once primary sources were identified, students visiting special collections then gain the ability to incorporate knowledge into academic work (52%). Thirty-eight per cent believed students are more able to synthesize sources for argument.

The four sub-nodes of evaluation (assessing usefulness, context of primary sources, materiality, and primary source analysis) were discussed equally (between 27 and 31 times) by 51% of participants. Critical thinking skills gave undergraduates a deeper insight into the societal role of historic material (R59). Evaluating primary sources also includes the ability to understand historical material’s physicality, such as provenance, bindings and size (27 participants).

By using special collections, undergraduates gained the ability to find and access primary sources (discussed by 48%). Undergraduate special collections visits gave students greater knowledge of local collections (30%), increased confidence in using local archive catalogues (26%), and enhanced understanding of the differences between library and special collections material. Visiting special collections ensured undergraduates are more aware of historical records’ subjectivity (35%).

Thirty-five per cent of participants of participants thought visiting special collections improved undergraduate employability, either creatively or by gaining awareness of professional research practice and careers within the heritage sector (28% and 18% respectively). Introducing undergraduates to special collections also gave students
‘broader horizons’ (R61) when considering postgraduate study (13%). The least discussed key nodes were the institutional benefits of undergraduates visiting special collections, with 10% discussing how a visit gives students a greater appreciation of their university.

The starting themes for coding responses about barriers to undergraduates using special collections were based around the literature findings. Awareness barriers were the biggest issue for undergraduates, discussed by 73% of participants. Respondents believed students failed to understand what role special collections have within the academic library and in relation to their studies. Part of this issue stemmed from the fact that many students were not perceived to understand what an archive is, making it harder to promote initially (R6, R29). Students’ lack of special collections awareness related to failure to market the department appropriately (32%).

Environmental barriers were frequently discussed (55%). These barriers fell into two categories: physical, such as location and layout of the department, and practice, relating to how students must interact with special collections. These categories each received an average of 22% of comments, and again overlapped. Physical barriers also related to where undergraduate special collections sessions are taught, with several respondents noting the lack of space available for sessions or the impact on other special collections service areas. Undergraduates appear deterred by special collections because of technical skills required to use primary sources, discussed by 10%:

Language and palaeography/orthography - so many sources are non-English and even if in English are very difficult to interpret for students. (R31)

Another major barrier within the undergraduate special collections student experience was time pressure (29% of participants). Time issues were discussed alongside other barriers, particularly comparative convenience of online resources.

Working with academics emerged as a key theme, discussed by 48% of participants. The challenge to undergraduates was the difficulty special collections staff perceived in embedding resources into curricula (43%). There was widespread agreement among respondents about how embedding primary sources into curricula positively impacts students and likely helps to alleviate many barriers discussed.

Online barriers to undergraduate access were also common, with 38% of respondents discussing them. Barriers related to digital resources (19%) and discovery interfaces used to find special collections material (29%). Participants noted there was a big difference in single search box interfaces and metadata needed to surface special collections effectively. Respondents acknowledged specific skills are needed to locate special collections resources online that differ from finding library materials.

Institutional barriers were mentioned by 29% of participants. The most common institutional barrier was resources, particularly staffing (15%). Insufficient staffing impacts the ability of special collections universally: working on long-term impact projects including ‘subpar web pages and online catalogue design’ (R35), opening hours of services, or running education sessions at all.
Follow-up semi-structured interviews

All interviewees discussed special collections held and noted how some collections were more heavily used by undergraduates. One participant remarked on how their collection development policy attempts to reflect academic interests:

Our current collecting strengths are [list]. And they are our existing collection strengths, but they are also our priority collecting areas … we do try to align what we collect with the University’s research strengths. (P2)

There was strong acknowledgement from interviewees that undergraduate use of special collections significantly depends on academic research interests:

What we have does not necessarily match up with what the university’s trying to teach. (P4)

Interviewees noted the lack of dialogue between academic recruitment and professional services:

One of the things that is tricky is that generally academics are appointed already with a research interest, and quite often that … is based around using collections … in other institutions. (P1)

All interviewees discussed the informal nature of arranging special collections sessions for undergraduates. Sessions were largely organized when academics contacted the department, or through special collections staff developing internal connections. From the five interviewees, only one mentioned a formal process of arranging special collections sessions — academics interested in bringing students into special collections filled in an online form, which was allocated to staff.

The role of special collections staff in undergraduate sessions also varied greatly depending on the subject being taught, frequency of sessions, and liaison with academics. A variety of factors determined special collections staff roles in sessions:

It all depends on … how much dialogue we have with the module leader. And that can be nothing, or it can be a proper team effort where we work together with them. (P2)

All participants noted that undergraduate groups in special collections were built into teaching modules requiring compulsory attendance rather than drop-in sessions. Despite most undergraduate sessions being mandatory for students, one participant raised (lack of) attendance as an ongoing issue for special collections staff and academics. Three interviewees discussed the importance of academics attending sessions alongside students:

You do need to have something to try and link it in, and that’s not– with the best will in the world, our job; it has to be the academic who knows … the theoretical underpinnings that makes this relevant and makes this an example of X Y and Z. (P1)

Academics’ attendance of sessions highlights a secondary implicit issue that particularly arose during the interviews — the role of special collections staff in curricula.43

If there are assignments set, I’m not marking the assignments. So I’m not really seeing the level of intellectual engagement with the objects and how that differs. (P1)
The stage at which undergraduates visited special collections varied. Two interviewees said they saw undergraduates at every stage of their studies; one noted it tended to be students in the latter stages of their degree. All participants thought undergraduate special collections use was hugely beneficial to student experience. Two interviewees discussed how using historic material re-affirms undergraduates’ decision to study at that institution (P3, P4). Four participants mentioned how undergraduate special collections sessions prepared students for future research and increased their confidence — especially in humanities disciplines:

> It gives them an opportunity to start constructing their own versions of history using the evidence that’s there, rather than relying on other people’s. So it’s kind of that point where they become the historian rather than a student of history. (P2)

Examining special collections material helped students think independently, and the neutrality of special collections spaces was seen as a huge benefit, allowing students to make interdisciplinary connections in ways that taught modules can lack. Other participants believed that undergraduate special collections sessions inspired awareness of archives that students carried beyond academia:

> We want the best people coming into our profession and we’ve got them … sitting on our doorstep as students. (P3)

The major barrier to undergraduates using special collections discussed in interviews mirrored the questionnaire respondents: lack of awareness and comprehension. Interviewees believed the difficulty of finding out what material is held in special collections largely relates to challenges of using online resources (finding aids and websites).

Another barrier to undergraduate use of special collections given by four interviewees related to physical challenges around accessing the department. Many participants regarded this as an institutional barrier but the frequency of discussion places it as a wider issue. Two interviewees discussed special collections’ remoteness within the library; many undergraduates did not encounter the department during everyday use of the building and thus believed it to be an exclusive area. Four participants reflected on how the rules and regulations of special collections, being different from the rest of the library, made students feel uneasy about accessing material:

> The [special collections] space is so controlled and you can’t explore it without a direct interaction with someone. (P2)

General awareness of special collections by undergraduates was a barrier for interviewees, with ‘the old favourite … of communication’ discussed frequently (P3). Awareness was viewed as problematic within the library and wider institution, as both contributed to students not realizing special collections are part of resources at their disposal (P4). The changing nature of undergraduate education led to many participants discussing time pressures on students, which in turn left little time for undergraduates to explore resources that didn’t directly impact on assignments (P5). However, interviewees considered how active learning methodology offered to undergraduates via special collections is due to a new generation of emerging academics keen to use contemporary pedagogy, which may in turn positively impact how students engage with material.
When discussing local barriers to undergraduates using special collections, interviewees identified institutional resources as a major concern. Two participants discussed a lack of time or space negatively impacting on the amount of special collections sessions they could offer undergraduates:

I think we’ve sometimes had up to 20 students at a time in, but say you’ve got … 150 students, sometimes you’re talking about offering, you know, 7 or 8 slots. It’s just not really viable. (P1)

We are finding it very difficult to offer the sessions that we want to in the space that we have – in fact, it’s impossible. (P2)

However, institutional resources also impacted relationships between professional services staff and academics. Wider pressures in universities were noted to directly affect early-career staff:

If you go to [academics] and try and sell [special collections sessions] to them they might be interested, they might be keen, they might be enthusiastic; they probably still won’t do anything about it because they’re maybe in the middle of a grant application … they’re writing up their monograph from their PhD … they’re even busier than we are – and we are really busy! (P1)

Interviewees believed that undergraduates’ expectations for all material to be available online contributed to access barriers for special collections. However, online access was also discussed by participants as a solution to many of the barriers encountered by students accessing special collections. Three participants referred to digital projects they were currently working on — in collaboration either with academic departments or within professional services. Three participants discussed the increasing role of work placements in undergraduate experiences, allowing students to understand more about special collections whilst developing valuable employability skills.

Figure 1. Total number of special collections education sessions offered in 2018/2019 for all students.
As can be seen in Figures 1, 2, and 3 above the numeric range of special collections education sessions offered varied significantly. The median number of sessions for all students (22) was slightly higher than the median number of sessions for undergraduates (13), evidencing strong support for undergraduate teaching in special collections. However, the range of responses for both questions spanned from zero to 166. This may be due to how institutions record visit data and how they count repeated sessions for
the same course (for example, due to limited space in teaching rooms). The reasons for this wide range merit further investigation beyond the scope of this article and evidence a need for the profession to centrally collate engagement data.\textsuperscript{44} Arts and Humanities subjects continued to comprise most undergraduate visits to special collections, with 247/313 (79\%) of students attending sessions being from these disciplines according to questionnaire respondents. This finding supports literature evidence that there is a gap between special collections involvement in Humanities education and special collections’ role in science and social science disciplines.\textsuperscript{45} Lack of engagement may be more complex than special collections simply having more relevant Arts collections; preferences of academics and students affect special collections use across all disciplines. In some cases, special collections may have relevant material but curriculum and collection development is hampered by lack of staff time to adequately research these collections.

Interestingly, the literature does not fully address this collections development gap, focusing instead on successful special collections subject collaborations.\textsuperscript{46} These interviews were able to evidence the value of working with subject schools and departments to enhance the relevance of special collections material. Other methods of broadening the subject reach of special collections include hiring student interns to research underused collections and mapping special collections material to current teaching.

The literature review, questionnaires, and interviews all highlight how undergraduate education sessions in special collections support individual course or subject learning rather than show and tell methods of engagement. Interviewees discussed how all undergraduate sessions are organized to support specific courses rather than promoting collections generally. However, only 32\% of questionnaire respondents offered multiple sessions to academics over a single module, which contrasts with the literature’s assessment that a single session is not enough to teach undergraduates about special collections.\textsuperscript{47} It is likely that barriers to student use of special collections impact staff ability to offer multiple sessions over a semester in conjunction with other educational commitments. What this then creates, as discussed by Zhou, is that a single session must be incredibly well structured in order to give students a clear understanding of ‘archival intelligence’ and build their confidence enough to return.\textsuperscript{48}

Pedagogy is therefore key in structuring undergraduate special collections sessions effectively; this is evidenced by the large volume of US research exploring special collections literacy. Special collections literacy may help academics and special collections staff in designing classes to meet both course goals and practical skill building and provide ground to establish discipline-wide skills which currently do not possess a unified framework for undergraduate progression.\textsuperscript{49} The ACRL-RBMS-SAA guidelines do not specify levels or expectations of special collections literacy at any learning stage, but it is clear from the interviews that staff are already adapting educational activities to student stages.

What is less clear from the literature, interviews, and questionnaire responses is how undergraduate special collections sessions are assessed. The meaning of the term assessment in relation to special collections teaching is unclear amongst UK university special collections staff; the most common method of reviewing undergraduate sessions, according to questionnaire responses, was to gather informal feedback in class via group discussions at the end of the session or by asking staff and students for thoughts about the class afterwards. The literature proposes that using a pre-test/post-test method before
and after a special collections class may be the most effective way of evaluating impact, but this has yet to be carried out in a UK context.50

The literature, questionnaire responses, and interviews all agree that it is hugely beneficial for undergraduates to engage with special collections. Benefits for students beyond developing skills include using material for creative inspiration and having physical contact with the past, which is increasingly novel in our digital age.51

The desire for academics to create memorable learning experiences for their students may be due in part to the impact of university success metrics such as the TEF, introduced in 2017.52 It could additionally reflect an increasingly diverse student body with varied learning styles and needs.53 Since the COVID-19 pandemic, special collections have begun to offer virtual and hybrid teaching sessions, which the literature is beginning to evaluate.54

More recently, there has been increased work in the UK around actively developing special collections academic partnerships.55 This reflects changes in libraries around increasing departmental collaboration; special collections must capitalize on this to ensure academic librarians are confident in promoting special collections and education to the wider university.56 Interviewees discussed the role institutional and departmental strategy has in focusing university resources to support special collections teaching.

**Special collections skills developed by undergraduate students**

For interviewees and questionnaire respondents, the greatest benefit undergraduates using special collections can gain is awareness the department exists and the role it can have in their education. This was discussed by 50% of survey participants and all interviewees, who believed making undergraduates aware of university resources at an early stage has a direct impact on academic progress. It was also seen as crucial to build awareness in undergraduates before they decide on research topics.

Interestingly, existing literature does not explicitly discuss raising awareness of special collections using the same language as this paper: there are examples of effective outreach to undergraduates and positive feedback from students following special collections education but little about the impact promoting special collections can have.57 The impact of awareness is absent from the ACRL-RBMS-SAA primary source guidelines, although discussed as part of Yakel and Torres’ archival intelligence concept.58

By using special collections, undergraduates gain increased understanding in many areas; this is evidenced in the literature, questionnaire responses, and interviews. Sixty-seven per cent of survey participants believed special collections help undergraduates comprehend what primary sources are and how they differ from secondary sources. Four out of five interviewees expanded upon this, discussing the role such comprehension has on their education and subject area. This contrasts with the theory developed by Duff, Monks-Leeson and Galey, who posit that contextual subject knowledge is key to understanding special collections material; for undergraduates, engaging with special collections can increase understanding of how their own subject is constructed.59 Giving students assignments based on special collections can also mirror graduate- and faculty-level research, modelling academic work.60 Once students have attended a special collections session, they begin to understand the terminology, processes and procedures that
initially seem intimidating. This was supported by 48% of questionnaire participants and all interviewees.

Many skills gained by undergraduates through using special collections are seen by questionnaire respondents and interviewees to be transferable to both other study areas and in post-university life. The literature highlights how skills such as information evaluation, critical thinking, and independent research are vital attributes in modern society. Interviewees expanded upon this, discussing how it is therefore important that special collections have effective methods of communicating their impact. The recent Research Libraries UK report *Evidencing the Impact and Value of Special Collections* discusses multiple ways that special collections can demonstrate and communicate their impact both within universities and their wider communities. However, the report does not discuss evidencing teaching value in depth; special collections should use this report to build their own case studies around undergraduate education.

Another aspect of employability, only recently discussed in the literature but highlighted by interviewees and questionnaire respondents, is the benefit that undergraduate work placements and internships bring to both special collections and students. Three out of five interviewees mentioned the increasing demand for undergraduate internships in their department. Internships, as discussed by participants, tend to be either built into a course or funded employment for a fixed period. This is perhaps caused by increasing graduate employer demand for vocational skills to be incorporated into Humanities degrees.

*Barriers to undergraduates using special collections*

For questionnaire respondents, undergraduates’ lack of awareness of special collections — their existence and their role in education — is the biggest barrier students face, discussed by 73% of participants. As noted by Clough, the literature does not widely examine this barrier, instead noting how undergraduates primarily face confidence and terminology issues which deter them from using special collections. However, issues stemming from lack of awareness affect all other barriers discussed.

There is a distinct lack of discussion amongst the literature, questionnaire respondents and interviewees about the role university marketing teams have in promoting special collections — perhaps because public discussion of internal liaison can be a sensitive issue. Potter explores how libraries can best market their facilities within universities, and notes that there should be a focus on promoting services and their benefits rather than products. Although special collections by their unique and distinctive nature tend to highlight collection stories over effect of use, this study suggests that undergraduates need to be able to make direct connections between information services and the benefits they have on their degrees.

Confidence issues are seen as a major barrier to undergraduate special collections use by the literature, questionnaire respondents, and interviewees. Forty-five per cent of survey participants believed that undergraduates lacked certainty about special collections; this issue is related to environmental barriers, such as physical location of the service in the library and departmental rules and regulations, and access barriers such as limited opening hours and the need to make advance appointments.
Some of this fear is linked to the traditional purpose of special collections in preserving material; many departments have been built separately from the rest of the library for both conservation purposes and to impress upon potential donors the institutional impact their contribution will have. Because these building barriers cannot easily be alleviated, it therefore falls to special collections staff to help students overcome these fears and access collections. It is interesting that only 18% of questionnaire respondents said they offered a pop-up special collections service in campus areas beyond the library, which would help alleviate some of the environmental barriers impacting student confidence when using special collections. This could be due to the strong feeling amongst interviewees and questionnaire participants that undergraduates value physical contact with historical material, which cannot easily be replicated in other areas.

For questionnaire respondents and interviewees, undergraduates were seen to have increasing pressures on their time which negatively impacted on their ability to invest in resources that may not appear directly related to their degree. This again supports the need for more effective marketing of special collections but also explains why so many students use online resources: they are more convenient to access compared to special collections material. Here it is worth exploring literature examining information behaviour: the four characteristics of undergraduate research activity outlined by D'Couto and Rosenhan can be directly applied to a perceived lack of engagement with special collections.

Because academics are vital to link undergraduates with special collections resources, it is crucial to consider why lecturers may not use local special collections. As noted by P3, early-career academics are now using resources in very similar ways to today’s undergraduates, so many of these barriers also apply to university staff. The research published by Tanaka et al. offers clear insights into why this may be and suggests strategies for special collections departments to consider in future, including more targeted approaches to working with faculty and considering the impact of ‘disciplinary traditions’ with primary source use. This research is something the author will take forward in her own practice, leading special collections teaching at University College London’s new East campus which has a clear interdisciplinary focus.

Digital resources have a huge role in undergraduate education and this in turn impacts student use of special collections, as discussed by 38% of questionnaire respondents. Special collections materials are often surfaced using different discovery interfaces than other library material, which instantly makes it harder for students to find. Four out of five interviewees discussed the need to improve online content and three out of five were actively working on projects to increase digital visibility. Tanaka et al. suggest multiple ways to approach these concerns (which may have arisen after the interviews for this paper were undertaken): aligning digitization priorities with instructors’ teaching needs is one solution. Similarly, special collections staff could curate themed sets of digitized resources from their own collections to help tutors find relevant material more quickly. These suggestions are supported by Grafe, who notes that digital primary sources play an increasingly important part of special collections education since the pandemic, and it is the job of special collections professionals to find innovative ways to engage with digital content and pedagogy.

Online digital interface issues are once again impacted by undergraduate confidence in approaching special collections staff; navigating archival hierarchies often requires
face-to-face training, which many students are reluctant to undertake. Solutions to this include creating guides outlining initial search strategies and creating videos.

The results clearly show that there is an urgent need to embed special collections teaching at a departmental level rather than relying on individual tutors. As noted by P1, changes in universities have a direct impact on special collections teaching; there is less job stability in academia than in previous generations, and as many special collections sessions are supported by early-career lecturers this means that time spent on cultivating special collections course inclusion may not have a long-term curricular impact. The literature does not fully address this issue. Cullingford discusses involving departmental administrative staff in arranging special collections sessions, which possibly alludes to the problem.

A final barrier discussed by the literature, questionnaire respondents, and interviewees is the limited staffing of special collections. Many questionnaire participants noted that they were the only member of staff responsible for collections, and interviewees noted that this lack of resourcing affects their ability to work on longer term engagement projects (P3, P5). Interviewees also discussed the lack of physical space in the department for extra staff or additional teaching sessions, which has long been noted in the literature but is becoming increasingly important as student numbers rise and demand for special collections education sessions increase.

The literature frequently references the time-intensive nature of special collections education sessions, which involve liaison with academics, pedagogical session design, administrative work, and selecting and retrieving material before the session itself. Special collections literacy frameworks may help support academic network building and session design. Interviewees also discussed the role of digital resources in alleviating limited special collections staff resources; by digitizing material it may be possible to design online courses and support academics can use independently, which special collections staff can use in a larger space elsewhere on campus.

**Conclusion**

This project’s findings and subsequent discussion successfully met the objectives of the study, by establishing a picture of current UK special collections education for undergraduates and examining the skills and barriers faced by students accessing material. For undergraduates, special collections education sessions are vital to raise awareness of institutional resources and to break down physical and intellectual access barriers to departments, which are frequently exacerbated by the convenience and accessibility of digital resources. A gap in the findings relating to promotion of special collections in universities was identified, and a need for extensive departmental embedding of special collections was highlighted to resolve long-term issues of informal academic networking and pressured special collections resources. Solutions to barriers were suggested, with improved digital resources and the role of undergraduate work placements being the most common.

The questionnaire and interview responses both suffer from a lack of consistent terminology within both the special collections and university world; this is particularly notable in the varied range of responses to numbers of special collections visits in the questionnaire. Another implicit problem, highlighted by the findings, is a lack of UK
benchmarking for special collections: again, the range of responses to special collections group numbers in calendar years demonstrates a lack of consistency that could be used to evidence impact.

This paper has established a clear picture of special collections education activity for UK university undergraduates. The questionnaire responses and interviews highlight the breadth of sessions being undertaken and the clear benefits for students, educators and special collections staff. It has highlighted the challenges faced by students including lack of awareness, difficulties in staffing sessions and inconsistent terminology in the field. However, the research also posited many solutions to these challenges including more strategic digitization of resources, working across library and museum studies to share solutions and experiences, and the growing importance of interdisciplinary collaboration to highlight special collections literacy.

This paper has highlighted several areas for future research, including the impact of special collections marketing within universities, embedding special collections into academic departmental curricula, information behaviour of undergraduates in relation to special collections digital resources, the value of special collections work placements, and the relationship between special collections and their university library. It would also be useful to repeat this study again including academics and students in the methodology. The differences between Oxbridge and other universities should be explored and subsequent findings incorporated into UK research. The North American focus of much of the literature demonstrates that the UK needs to invest more time in exploring the educational impact of special collections; subsequent projects could focus on a variety of aspects including differences in information literacy and special collections literacy, the impact of undergraduate skills development, engagement with social science and science disciplines, and evaluating special collections literacy with students over a sustained period. The passion special collections enact in staff, academics and students is clear from this research; future projects will do well to create standards and pedagogy across institutions and disciplines.
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Appendix A: Questionnaire protocol

Undergraduate use of Special Collections & Archives

1. Project background and consent

This questionnaire is being issued as part of a dissertation project exploring undergraduate use of Special Collections & Archives.

Dear Participant, My name is Joanna Baines and I am currently studying for an MA in Information and Library studies at the University of Aberystwyth. As part of my course, I am undertaking a research project under the supervision of [supervisor name]. This project aims to explore undergraduate use of Special Collections and Archives departments; in particular, I am investigating the skills students can gain through using Special Collections and Archives material and the barriers to acquiring these skills. I am interested in the views of individuals (rather than institutions or departments) working with students in Special Collections & Archives, primarily in outreach and education roles. There may be multiple people in your institution that fit this criteria and if this is the case, everyone is very welcome to fill in this survey. I would be very grateful if you would take the time to complete my questionnaire. It will take approximately 10 minutes to complete. There are no right or wrong answers. There are three questions requiring statistics about group visits to your department, so it may be helpful to have these numbers to hand. If you choose to take part in this research please read the statements below:

I understand that my participation in this project will involve completing a questionnaire about student use of special collections and archives, and potential barriers to access. I understand that participation in this study is entirely voluntary and that I can withdraw from the study at any time without giving a reason. I understand that the information provided by me will be totally anonymous and cannot be traced back to me. I understand that I am free to ask any questions at any time and am free to discuss my concerns with either Joanna [contact email] or [supervisor name] [supervisor email] at any time. I agree that by completing this questionnaire I am giving my consent for the data I have provided to be used for the process of research. I also understand that at the end of the study I will be provided with additional information and feedback about the purpose of the study. Thank you very much in advance for your time and help!

☐ Yes, I understand and consent.
☐ No, I do not wish to consent.

2. Which University do you work for and what is your job title? *

3. Please answer for one of the following time periods: Over the past year how many education sessions/group visits have you run in total?

2018 calendar year (January — December) [number]
2017–2018 academic year (August — July) [number]

4. Please answer for one of the following time periods: Over the past year how many education sessions/group visits have you run exclusively for undergraduate students?

2018 calendar year (January — December) [number]
2017–2018 academic year (August 2017 — July 2018) [number]

5. Please answer for one of the following time periods: Over the past year how many education sessions/group visits have you run which undergraduate students have had the option to attend?

2018 calendar year (January — December) [number]
2017–2018 academic year (August — July) [number]
6. Thinking about the education sessions you have run, which subjects have attending undergraduates been studying?

| ☐ Architecture | ☐ Anthropology and Conservation Classics | ☐ Art History | ☐ Biology Computing |
| ☐ Business | ☐ Anthropology and Conservation Economics | ☐ Chemistry Education | ☐ Computing Engineering |
| ☐ Drama and Theatre | ☐ Anthropology and Conservation | ☐ Education | ☐ Engineering |
| ☐ English — creative writing | ☐ English — language and linguistics | ☐ English — literature | ☐ Film |
| ☐ Fine Art | ☐ Journalism | ☐ History | ☐ Law |
| ☐ Mathematics | ☐ Media Studies | ☐ Medicine and Pharmacy | ☐ Music |
| ☐ Philosophy | ☐ Physics | ☐ Politics and International Relations | ☐ Psychology |
| ☐ Religious Studies | ☐ Sociology | ☐ Sports Sciences | ☐ Other (please specify) |

7. Of these subjects, which three are the most frequent?

| ☐ Architecture | ☐ Anthropology and Conservation Classics | ☐ Art History | ☐ Biology Computing |
| ☐ Business | ☐ Anthropology and Conservation Economics | ☐ Chemistry Education | ☐ Computing Engineering |
| ☐ Drama and Theatre | ☐ Anthropology and Conservation | ☐ Education | ☐ Engineering |
| ☐ English — creative writing | ☐ English — language and linguistics | ☐ English — literature | ☐ Film |
| ☐ Fine Art | ☐ Journalism | ☐ History | ☐ Law |
| ☐ Mathematics | ☐ Media Studies | ☐ Medicine and Pharmacy | ☐ Music |
| ☐ Philosophy | ☐ Physics | ☐ Politics and International Relations | ☐ Psychology |
| ☐ Religious Studies | ☐ Sociology | ☐ Sports Sciences | ☐ Other (please specify) |

8. What methods of education/group sessions do you regularly offer for undergraduate students? (Tick as many as apply)

- ☐ General introduction session to archives
- ☐ Subject-specific introduction session to archives
- ☐ Course specific introduction session to archives
- ☐ Multiple sessions over a module/course
- ☐ Drop in/1-2-1 research advice
- ☐ Pop-up sessions in locations other than archives department
- ☐ N/A
- ☐ Other (please specify):
9. Please rank the frequency of the following activities undertaken in Special Collections & Archives education sessions for undergraduate groups, with 1 being never happening in sessions (0%) and 5 being an activity that happens in every session (100%):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explain the role and purpose of Special Collections &amp; Archives</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduce and summarize the collections held in your department</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain rules and regulations of Special Collections &amp; Archives departments</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go through how to handle Special Collections &amp; Archives material safely</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss the differences between primary and secondary sources</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate how to find Special Collections &amp; Archives material (locally)</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate how to find Special Collections &amp; Archives material (nationally)</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify and examine Special Collections &amp; Archives material</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcribe Special Collections &amp; Archives material</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss the context of Special Collections &amp; Archives material</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explore the role of Special Collections &amp; Archives in curating material</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (please note below)</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. Please rank the frequency of the following assessment methods undertaken in Special Collections & Archives for undergraduate groups, with 1 being never happening in sessions (0%) and 5 being an activity that happens in every session (100%):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Informal assessment (i.e. in-class discussion about the material)</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical assessment (i.e. recording numbers of students returning to Special Collection &amp; Archives following an induction)</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic assessment (i.e. primary source analysis, blog post)</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback from academic staff and students after the session</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None:</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (please specify)</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. What do you think undergraduate students gain from using Special Collections & Archives as part of their studies? (e.g. confidence in using historical material, enhanced learning experience) *

12. What do you think are the main barriers to undergraduates using Special Collections & Archives as part of their studies? (e.g. lack of understanding about what Special Collections & Archives are and can offer, not made aware of archival resources)

13. Would you be willing to be contacted for a follow-up interview as part of this project? *

   □ Yes
   □ No

14. Would you like to be contacted about the results of this project? *

   □ Yes
   □ No

15. If you answered yes to either Q13 or Q14, please leave your email address here:
Appendix B: Interview Schedule

Interview schedule

Hi [name]! Thanks so much for your help with this project. [Info on project]

I sent you a consent form via email before this interview today which you’ve very helpfully sent back — can I just confirm that you’re clear about this project, and how your information and data will be used, and that you are free to withdraw at any point?

Role and institution

Can you describe about your role and how it relates to Special Collections & Archives?

Collections

Can you tell me about the collections in your care? What are the main collecting areas, types of items, and are there any particular themes or strengths?

Undergraduate sessions

You mentioned in your questionnaire that you’ve seen X groups over the past year. Could you expand a bit on those groups — how they’re arranged, who attends, and where they fit in undergraduates’ student experience?

Liaison with academics

How attendance is monitored (if at all)

How sessions are promoted

Who teaches these sessions/library liaison

How do you think undergraduate sessions differ from sessions held with postgraduates?

What do you think undergraduates can gain from using Special Collections & Archives? [use responses from survey as prompts for this]

What do you think the barriers are to undergraduates using Special Collections & Archives, both locally and institutionally? [use responses from survey as prompts for this]

How do you think the barriers could be overcome or minimised?

Do you think the skills and barriers for undergraduates differ from postgraduate skills and barriers, and if so, how?

Do you have any final comments or questions?

Thank you for your time!
Appendix C: Applying the guidelines for primary source literacy into qualitative research nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning objective</th>
<th>Node — (s) Indicates sub-node</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conceptualize:</strong> Can identify primary sources, distinguish primary sources from secondary sources, and use primary sources to generate research questions</td>
<td><strong>Primary source identification</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Find and access:</strong> Can identify the locations of primary sources, is familiar with methods and ways that primary sources are described, distinguishes between online catalogues and online digital resources, understands that historical records are subjective and sometimes publicly inaccessible, recognizes policies and procedures affecting access to primary sources</td>
<td>(s) Distinguishing from secondary sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Using to generate research questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Finding and accessing primary sources</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Using local archive catalogues and finding aids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Difference between archival and library OPAC description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Differences between online resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Subjectivity of historical records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Policies and procedures affecting access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Read, understand and summarize:</strong> Can identify and communicate information found in primary sources, including palaeography and vocabulary.</td>
<td><strong>Comprehension</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Communicating information in primary sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Technical skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interpret, analyse, and evaluate:</strong> Can assess appropriateness of a primary source for a research project; critically evaluate the primary source (creation, author, bias etc); place the primary source in context; is aware of gaps in archival material; has understanding about materiality.</td>
<td><strong>Evaluation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Assessing usefulness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Primary source analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Context of primary source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Materiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use and incorporate:</strong> Can examine and synthesize a variety of primary sources to construct an argument; is aware of any privacy restrictions regarding use, is aware of copyright, and can cite primary source material using relevant style guidelines</td>
<td><strong>Incorporation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Synthesizing for argument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Awareness of privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s) Citation and copyright</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>